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Abstract
The illegal wildlife trade has threatened the existence of many extant wild animal species
throughout the world. While dealing with the illegal wildlife trade of horns, we face problems of
not having a proper protocol and lack of reference database to assign the species for proper
implementation of wildlife laws. In one such condition, a horn trophy suspected to be of a wild
buffalo was seized by authorities and sent to us for species identification. We used a combined
approach of morphological and DNA analysis to ascertain the seized horn’s species. The two
measurements, circumference at the base (CAB) and length on the front curve (LOFC) were
measured for the seized and other horns of different bovid species, showing morphological
resemblance with the seized horn. The 3-D scatter plot, generated by the values of CAB, LOFC
and CAB/ LOFC, differentiated the different bovid species into distinct clusters and placed the
seized horn in the proximity of domestic buffaloes. The Bayesian evolutionary analysis of the
partial D-loop gene (521bp) placed the seized horn in a clade with swamp buffaloes. Since
swamp buffaloes are domestic buffaloes, both these approaches concluded the same results.
Hence, the current protocol developed may also be used to differentiate among wild buffalo,
domestic buffalo, Cattle, Wild yak, Gaur and Takin using a combined approach of morphometric
and DNA-based analysis, which may be used to deal with illegal wildlife trade of different bovid
species at the world level.
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Introduction
Illegal wildlife trade is a major threat to many extant wild animal species of the world. To
combat the illicit wildlife trade, the species-level identification of seized wildlife parts or their
products is required for the legal prosecution of accused/s in the court of law (1). The bovids
formed the next most abundant group of mammals after carnivores in the illegal trade market (2).
Almost all wild bovid species are in trade worldwide (3-5) serve as big and small game animals
for their magnificent horn trophies, head mounts, skin/fur, bones, meat and other body parts.
Horns, which is the characteristics feature of species of family Bovidae, makes these species as
important big game throughout the world from time immemorial and also serve as a key
ingredient of traditional medicines worldwide from time immemorial till date (2, 6, 7). Hunting
trophies are an important part of growing global commerce and almost all of the species of
hoofed mammals are prized as hunting trophies (3-5).
In many instances, the lack of proper species identification protocols hinders the
implementation of wildlife protection laws at local and international levels. In one such
condition, a horn suspected to be of wild buffalo was seized by the law enforcement agencies in
India and was sent to Wildlife Institute of India, Dehradun, to identify the species of its origin.
As no defined protocol is available to identify the species of a horn, we used a combined
approach of morphometric and DNA-based techniques for its species identification. This kind of
combined approach has been proved to be a very promising tool while identifying the species of
fake tiger claws in the illegal wildlife trade (8). The use of a combined approach always has the
edge over using a single one as one may come to rescue when the other has failed or both may
complement each other. As mentioned above, the horns are the characteristics feature of species
belonging to the family Bovidae; 19 species of wild bovids are enlisted in either schedule of
Wildlife (Protection) Act, 1972 of India. These species' intact horns are chiefly confiscated in a
huge amount at various checkpoints by the enforcement agencies. Apart from wild, the
comparison of the seized horn with domestic bovid species also makes it essential here for
leaving no doubt about excluding any horn type of bovid family. The lack of a comparative
morphological and genetic reference database for a wide range of bovid horns makes it
challenging to identify the species of a horn or its parts and products.
In the present study, we generated and collected the morphometric data of the horns of
wild and domestic bovid species. The partial D-loop genetic data is available for almost all
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domestic buffalos of India, South-East Asia, the Mediterranean and China in the published
literature (9). Therefore, we generated the partial D-loop gene data for the seized horn in the
present study.
Hence, we tried to prove how a combined approach of morphometric and DNA based
approach can be utilized to identify the species of a horn trophy seized in the illegal wildlife
trade. The researchers may use the protocol developed here to identify all three species of
buffalos (wild, river and swamp) along with some other wild bivide species in the world.
Material and methods
Case history and sample collection
We used a horn trophy with metal coverings on its tip and at the base, suspected to be of a wild
buffalo. It was seized by the authorities in Delhi, India, in April 2014 and sent to the Wildlife
Institute of India, Dehradun, for species identification (Fig. 1).

Figure 1. Seized horn trophy.
Morphometric analysis
A burn test was performed to check the genuineness of the biological originality of the
confiscated samples for the presence of keratin as per Vipin et al. (8). The available
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morphological and morphometric characters were noted and compared with the horn
characteristics of Wild buffalo and other species which were showing resemblance to the seized
horn (Wild water buffalo, Bubalus arnee Kerr, 1792; Wild yak, Bos mutus Przewalski, 1883;
Gaur, Bos gaurus Smith, 1827; domestic Asian water buffalo, Bubalus bubalis Lydekker, 1913
(river + swamp type). The length on the front curve (LOFC) and circumference at the base
(CAB) of the seized horn were measured and for other bovid species mentioned above, were
taken from the published literature (10-14) as well as self-collected (Sharma et al., unpublished)
and are given in Table 1 (Note- only the minimum and maximum values are shown here, the
complete dataset is available on request). A 3-D scatter plot was generated using LOFC and
CAB in SPSS statistics software version 19 (15).
Table 1. Details of horn measurements for the comparison of morphometric analysis.
Species

N

Wild Water Buffalo

37

Wild Yak

24

Gaur

43

Gayal

5

River Buffalo

16

Swamp Buffalo

25

Seized Horn

1

LOFC (in cm)

CAB (in cm)

LOFC/CAB

Minimum

126.37

30.00

0.22

Maximum

196.53

58.42

0.43

Minimum

76.20

34.29

0.41

Maximum

97.16

43.18

0.52

Minimum

53.00

40.00

0.53

Maximum

88.27

54.61

0.85

Minimum

20.00

24.42

1.02

Maximum

23.96

28.39

1.42

Minimum

41.00

15.37

0.25

Maximum

80.36

32.00

0.78

Minimum

31.56

19.93

0.46

Maximum

63.09

30.90

0.80

Value

61.00

36.00

0.59

DNA analysis
Genomic DNA extraction: First of all, the small flakes were scrapped from the base of the horn's
inner surface with the help of a sterile scalpel and discarded since the outer layer might have
contaminants and interfere with PCR amplification. Then the flakes were scrapped a second time
and collected in a sterile Petri dish. 500 mg of these scrapped flakes of the horn were used for the
extraction of the genomic DNA using a modified protocol developed by Rohland and Hofreiter
(16), which uses silica binding in the presence of a high concentration of guanidium thiocyanate.
The protocol was modified by incubating the sample in extraction solution at 56 in a water bath
4
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with agitation for 36 hours. The DNA elution was done using 100 µl Elution buffer from DNeasy
blood and tissue kit (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany). All steps of DNA extraction were carried out in
a sterile and dedicated laboratory to avoid any contamination. One negative control was also
included to cross-check any contamination due to reagents.
Species identification and phylogenetic analysis: D-loop region of the mitochondrial genome
was

amplified

using

a

primer

pair

(F:

5’TAGTGCTAATACCAACGGCC3’;

R:

5’AGGCATTTTCAGTGCCTTGC 3’) described by Sutarno (17). The conditions for polymerase
chain reaction and DNA sequencing were followed as described by Kathiravan et al (18) and
Vipin et al (19), respectively. The sequence generated from D-loop gene was used in a BLAST
search for the identification of species. Published sequences for D-loop gene (9) of domestic
(river and swamp type) water buffalos from Bhadwari (AF475159), Toda (AF475264), South
Kanara (JQ394841), Murrah (AF475204), Marathwada (JQ394848), Chilika (JQ394858), Surti
(AF475249), Pandharpuri (AF475234), Jaffarabadi (AF475174), Nagpuri (AF475222,
AF475219), Mehsana (AF475189), Lower Assamese (JQ394874, JQ394876), Upper Assamese
(JQ394852, JQ394851, JQ394854, JQ394853), Manipur (JQ394867, JQ394866, JQ394869),
South-East Asia (AF197219), Mediterranean (AF197199) and Chinese (DQ364160, DQ364161)
were included in the analysis to examine the phylogeny of the aligned sequences for the D-loop
gene. The sequences of cattle (AB085926; 20), takin (FJ006534; Wu et al; Unpublished) and
yalk (AY374125; Zhao et al; Unpublished) were also included in the study.
The Bayesian evolutionary analysis was done using BEAST2 v2.6.2 (21). The HKY
substitution model was selected with Gamma Category Count 4. The empirical frequencies were
selected for getting a good fit to the data. The strict molecular clock model was selected for the
data. The Yule Model of speciation was selected for the tree prior as it has been considered more
appropriate when using different species sequences. The priors for rest parameters were set as
default. The MCMC chain length was set to 10 million for this data set. The trace log and tree
log frequencies were set to 1000 and the screen log frequencies were set to 10000. Assessment of
adequate sampling, other of BEAST2 v2.6.2 output parameters and run-length were done with
TRACER (22). The tree file generated by BEAST2 v2.6.2 having 10000 trees was visualized on
the DensiTree2 (23). The DNA sequence identity matrix was generated through Multiple
Sequence Alignment using MUSCLE (24).
Results
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Upon preliminary investigation and the burn test performed, it was observed that the seized horn
was made up of an outer keratinous sheath and is a bovid horn. The 3-D scatter plot separated
each bovid species, used here, into a distinct cluster (Fig. 2). The seized horn was found in the
proximity of the domestic buffalo group (river and swamp type) (Fig. 2). However, the species of
the seized horn was still not clear from the scatter plot. Therefore, the seized horn was further
subjected to the phylogenetic analysis to know the species of its origin. The comparison of the
outer shape and measurements of the seized horn with other species completely ruled out its
Wild water buffalo origin as was thought earlier by the authorities. It also becomes clear from
the above analysis that these two measurements i.e., CAB and LOFC have the power to
differentiate the horns of bovid species used in this study.

Figure 2. 3D Scatter Plot drawn between the horn measurements.
Good quality of DNA was extracted from the horn trophy and successfully amplified by
PCR using primers for the D-loop gene. This is for the first time that the protocol originally
developed for the extraction of ancient DNA from bones and teeth by Rohland and Hofreiter (16)
was modified and used for the extraction of DNA from a horn. The generated DNA sequence
was used for NCBI (GenBank) BLAST, which indicated that the sequence belonged to Bubalus
bubalis. The DNA sequence of the seized horn trophy was aligned with other 28 bovid species
6
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for the D-loop gene (9) and trimmed to make consensus sequences of 521 bases. The maximum
clade credibility tree constructed using the D-loop gene sequences using BEAST2 v2.6.2 (21)
separated the river and swamp buffalo populations into distinct clades. It showed that the seized
horn trophy was placed in the clade constructed mostly of the Chinese and Southeast Asian
swamp buffaloes (Fig. 3). The seized horn showed 99.42% - 99.62% D-loop DNA sequence
similarity with Chinese and Southeast Asian Swamp buffaloes; however, with Manipuri Swamp
buffalos, it was 98.43 – 99.41% (Table 2). Thus, the above results indicated that the seized horn
was belonging to the Swamp buffaloes.

Figure 3. All phylogenetic trees with consensus tree (blue colour) showing seized horn trophy
position with swamp buffalos.
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Table 2. The D-loop sequence similarity percentage of seized horn trophy with other buffalo
breeds and species.
Sequence similarity with
S. No.

Buffalo breed/ species

seized horn trophy in
percent

1

Seized Horn Trophy

100.00

2

Chinese DQ364160

99.62

3

Southeast Asia AF197219

99.62

4

Chinese DQ364161

99.42

5

Manipuri JQ394869

99.41

6

Manipuri JQ394866

98.63

7

Manipuri JQ394867

98.43

8

Lower Assamese JQ394874

98.43

9

Lower Assamese JQ394876

98.43

10

Upper Assamese JQ394853

96.27

11

Pandharpuri AF475234

96.16

12

Nagpuri AF475219

96.16

13

Mediterranean AF197199

96.15

14

South Kanara JQ394841

95.88

15

Upper Assamese JQ394854

95.87

16

Upper Assamese JQ394852

95.87

17

Surti AF475249

95.78

18

Bhadwari AF475159

95.78

19

Toda AF475264

95.78

20

Marathwada JQ394848

95.69

21

Upper Assamese JQ394851

95.68

22

Mehsana AF475191

95.59

23

Murrah AF475204

95.59

24

Jaffarabadi AF475174

95.59

25

Nagpuri AF475222

95.59

26

Chilika JQ394858

95.48

27

Yalk AY374125

89.67

28

Cattle AB085926

88.93

29

Takin FJ006534

87.40
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Discussion
Hunting for the horn trophy has threatened the wild populations of buffalos and has also been
responsible for the elimination of other longhorn animals from the gene pool (25). In past both
the intense and selective harvesting of many animal species have induced evolutionary changes
in behavior and phenotype (26-28). The selective hunting, preferably for bighorn size, had even
more severe repercussions when it leads to reduced horn length with irreversible genetic values
(28). Because of certain reasons the morphological appearance of swamp buffalo horn is more
close to the wild type (http://factsanddetails.com/asian/cat62/sub408/entry-2830.html), easy
access of their horns in comparison to wild types, most probably as a result of increased
surveillance in protected areas by the authorities, the chances are more of swamp buffalo horn
being traded easily, knowingly or unknowingly, in the name of wild buffalo horns to fetch more
price in illegal wildlife trade. Though we used D-loop gene fragment to assign species of seized
horn trophy, we could not compare it with the wild buffalo gene sequence because of the only
one D-loop sequence available on NCBI (AF016397) with 14.8% comparable bases to our used
sequences in this study and having only four nucleotide difference with swamp type buffalo.
Though our results showed more than 99% D-loop DNA sequence similarity of the seized horn
with Chinese and Southeast Asian Swamp buffaloes, the geographic population assignment is
not easy unless the data of the complete gene is compared. Moreover, unlike wild animal
populations, region-specific signatures are not expected in domestic animal populations since
they are being traded from one place to another. Hence, taking here of geographic population
assignment, in this case, seems irrelevant.
Morphologically, we analyzed the outer shape and morphometric measurements of bovid
species and tried to identify the species. We played with the many horn measurements but the
CAB and LOFC showed the robust characteristics to differentiate between different bovid
species horns. Moving ahead, we tried the same measurements on nineteen wild bovid species of
India and all these species were differentiated into distinct clusters in a 3-D scatter plot (Sharma
et al.; Unpublished). So, for the first time in the world, these measurements have shown the
ability to differentiated between wild as well as domestic bovid species and can be applied to
other species also. The present combined methodology is complementing and validating each
9
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other as Wild water buffalo species was ruled out here by morphological analysis and common
species (swamp buffalo, river buffalo and yalk) were differentiated by both techniques. The use
of a combined technique is also recommended when either of the technique may not work
because of certain reasons.
The current study also provides a unique protocol to differentiate between Wild and
domestic buffalo, Cattle, Wild yak, Gaur and Takin using a combined approach of morphometric
and DNA analysis. Which may be used to deal with illegal wildlife trade of different bovid
species at world level.
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